
Picturesque- Let's plant a Garden! 

Start with a pack of 5" squares and plant a garden 
with this fun flower block. Or, grab fabrics from your 
stash! How you start to collect fabrics for the quilt is 
up to you!  

Classes will include 4 sessions of 1 ½  hours each. 
Topics to be covered in the sessions will include color 
choices, tips on achieving that good ¼" seam 
allowance, how to make the stem units and how to 
enlarge the quilt into the Gardenesque version with 
borders!  

Quilts are from the book Smash Your Precut Stash.  
You can make whichever version you want! 

In each of the 4 sessions we will cover different parts of making the quilt. 

April 14: Session 1- color choices and picking the quilt version you will make- 
Picturesque with a small border or Gardenesque with multiple borders including a 
pieced ribbon border. We will review how to resize Picturesque with just adding a 
larger border. 
 Homework: picking out fabrics (if not already done ) and cutting the fabrics 

April 25: Session 2- Basic block layout, the 1/4" seam , HST tips and how to make the 
stem unit. 
We are going to cover different ways to make HST (Half Square Triangle) units in class 
so you may want to hold off cutting the 2 ⅞” squares of fabrics A, B, C, D, E and F until 
class. Unless you know already your favorite method for HST units- then you can cut for 
that method! 

 Homework: making blocks. 
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May 19: Session 3 - layout options and 
sewing blocks into rows 
 Homework: sewing the rows 

June 16: Session 4- how to enlarge a quilt 
including the pieced borders and measuring 
for borders 

General Supply List: 
Book: Smash Your Precut Stash - each 
student needs to have their own copy of the 
book. The book is available at quilt shops or 
online at my website: seamslikeadream.com. 

Optional but helpful supplies for making 
HSTs: include a sandboard (so your pieces 
don’t shift around while marking them), the 
Quilter’s Magic Wand (helps to mark a nice 
scant 1/4”line) or  the Quilter’s Quarter tool 
and a Sewline pencil.  

Depending on which method you choose to use to make your HST units- you may want  
Thangles for 2” finished squares, OR the Tucker Trimmer or Blok Loc HST trimming 
square OR just ruler with a diagonal line to check your HST units for size. Or any tool 
you like for making HSTs! 

Charm Pack**- both of these quilts start with a pack of 5" squares. You can choose to 
use a pack of squares or raid your stash. In the first class we will chat about fabric 
choices so don't worry if you haven't picked all your fabric by then. 

**Instead of 5” charm squares you can also use 2 ½” strips or fat quarters or even your scraps- you need 
a total of 192 squares 2 ½” x 2 ½”. 

The rest of the fabrics for the quilt are listed in the book! 

See you in class! 
Kate
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